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In terms of the history of civilisation, if there is a central source of

knowledge for “climate-related” building, it lies in the field of everyday,

domestic construction, which is known today as “traditional”, “verna-

cular” or “informal” building. Accordingly, climate-related architectural

research relies on the knowledge derived from builders all around the

world, as manifested in the buildings and building practices they have

developed. However, since this is non-theoretical, experience-based

knowledge, we require empirical (ethnographic) studies by architects

and ethnographers for the field of architecture to access this form of

construction.1 I assume that ethnographic research can provide archi -

tecture with access to insight that is relevant to the climate and cannot

be acquired in a different way – for instance through experiment, si-

mulation and calculation in research and development departments of

technical colleges and the construction industry. Ethnographic and tech-

nological research on the climate must be mutually informative; climate-

related architectural research must also be based on the ethnography of

everyday domestic buildings.2 This accessing of vernacular, informal

buildings helps us replace our technology-minded consideration of the

climate with a broader-based approach. 

To turn the influencing factor of climate into a design factor in the

first place, one must accept the idea that over the millennia, people have

observed the natural environment in which they built. Many everyday

domestic building methods around the world can be regarded as the

evolutionary result of observing the climate. There is a provable, albeit

rarely explicit correlation between climate zones and construction prin-

ciples. People integrated themselves and their building methods into the

local climatic conditions; but they also tried to manipulate them to their

advantage using appropriate structural measures. That is the ambivalent

aspect of adaptation to and adaptation of natural conditions through

construction and buildings. 

Architecture should return to a dialogue with the climate, having simply

negated it with its structural concepts in the 20th century. Today’s archi -

tecture can be inspired and guided by the advance of thousands of years

of traditional building. It can also reach new, optimized building solutions

by itself observing nature and developing traditional building further.

It remains to be seen whether that approach can quickly develop building

elements such as the traditional Iranian wind screens (Bagdir), where

the thermodynamic effect and architectural expression have achieved

congruence. But on that search, today’s architects should not be dis-

couraged by the fact that the connection between the climate and archi -

tecture is open and accordingly primarily symbolic and less physical.

The “style-forming” effect of the climate3 can often be seen less in pro-

vable physical evidence than in symbolic gestures, such as the expressive

overhanging gabled roofs of the Sa’dan Toraja in Sulawesi (Indonesia).

The roofs’ function of weather protection has long transformed into the

seat of the gods.4

Our fixation on the energy dimension of the climate has no relevance

for worldwide vernacular and informal building. One important gain

from ethnographic research in architecture is an understanding of the

climate going beyond the dimension of energy. 

What is far more necessary is a cultural-technical research that grasps

architectural approaches to climatic conditions as a holistic cultural

practice, in which buildings, clothing, physical behaviour and rituals

are equally involved. What architects can study on everyday domestic

buildings are actually cultures of climate conditioning that cannot be

sufficiently defined by the term “low-tech”. A vernacular, informal under -

standing of climate conditioning is always based on the interaction

between the technology of buildings and techniques of the body, of

building methods and lifestyles. It is known that in many places around

the world, people change their location depending on the time of year

and day; those locations are also insulated and heated to a different

degree. If we want to move away from today’s drab, global interior

standard (20°C air temperature, 50% relative humidity), the everyday

house that remains untouched by architects offers a wealth of study

material thanks to its wide range of varieties: In the words of Ossip

Mandelstam, “every room has its own climate.”5

My focus on research (rather than design) allows me to avoid certain

practical constraints that are unavoidable for architectural offices. I see

my privilege as a researching architect to lie in the ability to study

and question structural “logics” that are presumed as “given” in daily

practice. Fundamental research in architecture means developing new

structural logics.

In my research, teaching and exhibition work, one of my aims is to make

the idea of construction accessible again to architecture with respect

to climate-related tasks. Construction as it is understood by architects

and taught in colleges today is dominated by the field of (construction

engineers’) thought on the load-bearing structure. Industrialisation has

turned construction into a quasi structure-forming science of architecture
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that seeks the expressive potential of the load-bearing structure. To break

through that conceptual horizon, I believe an approach is necessary

that changes both the discursive and the empirical bases of today’s un-

derstanding of construction.

In recent years, during field studies in Egypt (Cairo) and Indonesia

(Sumatra), as well as my teaching at the ETH Zurich, I have investigated

how construction, ethnography and the climate can be considered to-

gether.6 I use exhibitions to exploit the visual potential of such empirical,

reflexive research.

Interdisciplinary work is part of architects’ day-to-day tasks. The urgent

question however is where architects see their core competence and

what they feed back into their actions (in practice and research) as ex-

ternalised elements of their field of knowledge by bringing in specialists.

By externalising building-technical and structural-physical knowledge

from construction, architecture has resigned a core competence of builders

that is thousands of years old and delegated it to specialists. While it

is still natural to react differentiatedly to the relevant dominant climate

through the clothes we wear, an industrialised western building culture

has allowed the climate to become a purely technical problem that is

addressed by machines and installations.

Thanks to thermodynamic knowledge of physics, we have indeed exact

parameters with which to describe the climate; yet we lack in-depth

knowledge on how those parameters affect structures and built forms

in an architecturally significant way. Architects have lost the cultural

sovereignty of the field known as “building technology” today. The

enormous challenge for today’s architecture lies in resisting that trend,

which is dictated by science, society and the building industry. The

conceptual and epistemic separation of structure and building technology

must be rejected by researching approaches that bring the consideration

of structural thinking and building technology back together in con-

struction.

In many places around the world today, a transformation in construction

is taking place, breaking away from thousands of years of building tra-

dition. For instance in Indonesia, a trend away from the traditional

lightweight (wooden and bamboo) building methods and towards solid

buildings (brick and reinforced concrete) can be observed. In Egypt,

the trend is moving in a similar direction in inverse circumstances: The

traditional thick-walled, solid building methods (clay and clay brick)

are being replaced by lighter modern structures (brick and reinforced

concrete). The climatic implications of these developments are dramatic:

The traditional buildings’ climate-regulating potential is increasingly

relinquished in favour of compensating air conditioning systems.

Such a general inference requires precise individual on-location studies

to arrive at architecturally relevant conclusions. In 2010, during my

field studies in the informal quarter of Ard el Lewa in Cairo (Egypt), I

studied the continuities expressed between traditional courtyard building

typologies and the contemporary informal buildings in Cairo. The typo-

logy of the informal buildings that were built on formerly fertile agri-

cultural land reflects the former segmentation of the farmland. The

principally three-sided, windowless buildings enable highly dense building

aggregates, which could be extended again and again without any gaps

between them.

The numerous recesses, incisions and channels that exist along the façades

and inside the informal buildings serve as always provide air circulation

and light to the dark interior spaces. If the channels have appropriate

dimensions, they can even create a draught and thereby provide ven-

tilation and cooling inside. From that perspective, the up to 20-storey

informal high-rise buildings of today can be regarded as a further de-

velopment of Arab-Egyptian courtyard buildings. These informal building

types provide insight on how modernising traditional air conditioning

practices can be advanced further by contemporary architects.6 Seminar at the ETH Zurich: Einführung
in die ethnografische Forschung der mo-
dernen Architektur. See: http://www.depla-
zes.arch.ethz.ch/dplz_site/index.php?na
v=lehre&id=81 (date: 1.3.2013)
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